
DUTCH VAN TASSELL: FINDING MINES WAS HIS CALLING 

 by Jane Gaffin

Robert E. “Dutch” Van Tassell demonstrates a four-foot stack of 
government regulations that prospectors and developers have to wade 
through when trying to find and build new Canadian mines. In the role of 
industry advocate, Dutch dedicated many years to help streamline the 
process that is strangled by red tape. As chairman of the PDAC’s 
Environmental Committee, Dutch managed the compilation and annual 
publication of the association’s Guidelines to Regulatory Requirements 
and Procedures Affecting Exploration, Development and Mining in 
Canada, a project he was told could never be done. (Photo courtesy of 
Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada)

An exploration geologist’s job is a long row to hoe. His primary purpose in life is to find a 
mineral deposit worthy of a mine.

Finding a good mineral prospect in the first place is like looking for a specific grain of 
sand on an endless expanse of beach. Then he must have both geology and economics 



on his side. Still, the odds are one in a thousand that a mineral occurrence will ever 
reach the heights of mine status.

“Length times width times depth times assay values makes a mine,” is the parlance with 
which three-time mine finder Robert Eric Van Tassell (Hall of Fame) boils it down. 
“Tonnage and grade are the answers desired. Without it you’ve found nothing.”

The maestro of mines knows. His first two discoveries were the Husky silver and Minto 
copper-gold deposits while employed with United Keno Hill Mines. Both deposits came 
on stream as operating mines in the Yukon; one sooner, one much later.

In 1995, Dutch made another significant discovery of the High Grade Zone at 
Goldcorp’s mine in the venerable mining camp of Red Lake, Ontario, near the Manitoba 
border. Previously, in 1984, shortly after he quit the Yukon, he played a vital role in 
expanding the lead-zinc-silver reserves at the operating Silvana Mine at Sandon, 
located in the middle of the Slocan Valley mining camp in the Kootenay Mountains of 
British Columbia near the Washington State border. In 1986 he also played a part in 
the Dickenson/Goldcorp acquisition of the Wharf Mine in South Dakota.

His high success rate as a minefinder and a self-satisfying career as an exploration 
geologist and charismatic leader may have come as a surprise to parents and 
educators but not to himself. He knew his capabilities and work ethics. He was merely a 
bit wobbly getting off the mark.

He had graduated in June, 1954 from high school in Digby, Nova Scotia, the 
picturesque setting where he was born on May 8, 1935 and grew up with two younger 
brothers, Rodney and Raymond. 

Young Robert was 19 years old and going through what he called a “scholastic slump”. 
He was at loose ends, completely without a care or concern in his head about a lifetime 
goal.

He liked the open-air and could spend his life sitting on a dock of the Bay of Fundy 
watching the record-high tides roll in. However, aptitude tests indicated he would be 
good at accounting. He could be a finance minister if he wanted to go into politics which 
he didn’t. Knowing numbers was certainly a handy skill to possess for any walk of life 
but did not appeal to him as a career. Accountants tended to do their number-crunching 
alone behind closed doors. 

He was a people-person, and, though he may not have liked the type work, he had liked 
being outdoors with his dad, or at least that was the school principal’s perception. The 
Senior Mr. Van Tassell, a farmer, started out with the early-to-rise job of tending a herd 
of dairy cows and delivering milk to the town of Digby. Later, he harvested ice for the 
Maritime National Seafood Products and then he got into the cement, trucking and 
landscaping business with a choice of cement or rock retaining walls.
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Teen-age Robert didn’t know and wasn’t too concerned about translating any of his 
preferences into a lifetime occupation.

Every student coming out of high school at loose ends deserves the encouragement of 
an astute and caring educator like Mr. F. Courtney Purdy, the principal of Digby Rural 
High who spent a couple of weeks discussing the future with him. Most students today 
would be lucky to receive a couple of hours audience with a fatherly counsellor.

Besides convincing his son Colin Purdy to take up the study of geology at a nearby 
university, across the Nova Scotia border in Sackville, New Brunswick, he suggested 
that young Van Tassell follow suit. Off the two boys went to Mount Allison University. The 
geology candidate was immediately hooked on Geology 101 and lost his given name 
Robert when upper classmen tagged on the immortal “Dutch”. 

Dutch was five-foot, eight-inches tall with thick, wavy brown hair, a round pleasant face 
and big round mirthful brown eyes. He was subtle, generous with his time, patient, 
cooperative, articulate, forthright, a natural-born administrator and had a magnetic 
personality that attracted friends wherever he went. 

During his tenure of getting armed with a bachelor’s degree in geology from Mount 
Allison, his last two university summers had been spent working for Giant Yellowknife as 
a sampler in the underground gold mine up north in Canada’s Northwest Territories 
(NWT). Giant, controlled by Falconbridge, offered him a $75-a-month retainer if he 
would return to the mine after his graduation in June, 1958. He accepted. 

Being a stope geologist in a dark underground mine had its rewards but it wasn’t exactly 
what Dutch envisioned as an outdoors position. Then he heard a rumour that Julian 
Boldy, for whom he had been a junior field assistant the previous summer of 1957, was 
heading a field program to work a property the company had optioned 140 miles 
northeast of Yellowknife. Dutch made himself known and asked to go along as an 
assistant. He was accepted.

“I was confronted with writing a letter to my fiancée and asking for an extension on 
another verbal commitment,” Dutch explained. “I was engaged to be married two weeks 
before leaving for Yellowknife and promised to return within one year.”

In Dutch decorum, he pointed out to Carolyn Johnson that September was only a three-
month delay from his original promise.

During the spring breakup the two geologists, cut off from the Outside world, worked the 
remote ground. Dutch was immensely influenced by Boldy’s geological knowledge. He 
held an MSc from Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland and had lived in Burma and India 
where he had acquired an everlasting taste for curry spiced to sweat-on-the-brow 
strength.
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Curry dominated the field menu for two months. When Dutch scooped out the rice, 
patted on the butter and sprinkled on sugar Nova Scotia style, the appalled Boldy 
decided his assistant indeed had a great deal to learn about a great many things. 
Unbelievably, the Nova Scotia traditionalist acquired a taste for the rice dish, Boldy 
style. Twenty-five years later, when Dutch was living in Ontario, he and his mentor of 
many things met once a month over curry at the Sheraton Toronto Hotel.

By the time Dutch and Boldy had finished their stint up north, Giant Yellowknife was heir 
to extra funds and had formed a new exploration department to seriously embark on 
mineral exploration programs. Plans were laid for a wide-range reconnaissance which 
included a fascinating experimental aerial mapping of 1,500 square miles immediately 
east of the NWT’s capital of Yellowknife--a first in the Canadian Shield.

The Canadian Shield

The continuous flat surface of green forests, gray rocks, squishy muskeg, brown 
potholes and a myriad of blue lakes connected by rivers and streams as far as the eye 
can see in all four directions may seem like a monotonous landscape to some people, 
for there is no evidence of mountains to interrupt the topography. Only domes, mounds 
and hills. If there ever were any big mountains--and scientists say they once existed--
then those massifs were flattened long ago. 

As the adage says, Beauty is in the eyes of the beholder. This immense region is the 
ancient geological core of Canada that conceals many mysteries about the planet and 
its formation. It is far from boring for geologists.

The exposed Precambrian rocks have been dated up to nearly four billion years old, 
almost the same age as Earth itself. That is a lot of time for a lot of bumping and 
grinding action to crack and break the crust of rock that was spread out like a picnic 
blanket once the earth cooled. The beholder views this vast land as a beautiful chaos of 
bedrock and bush, very much alive and far from “fragile” and “pristine”, as would be the 
mythical mantra touted decades later when “environment” and “ecology” became 
household words. 

The Shield stretches north from the Great Lakes to the Arctic Ocean and covers over 
half the country. The recurring invasion and withdrawal of the ice sheets--from 1.6 
million to 10,000 years ago--depressed the surface, formed Hudson’s Bay and scraped 
out literally tens of thousands of those glacial lake basins. Much of the soil cover was 
carried away and only a thin veneer of glacial debris was redeposited.

With the rising and falling, folding and eroding, the continental ice sheets created a 
veritable granitic wonderland where geologists look for and find large pockets of 
economic minerals and gemstones.

It was in this exciting context of staying up close and working with that tough old gal 
Mother Nature that Dutch had been offered an appealing assignment as party chief. 
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This job meant writing a second letter to Carolyn: “The weather is lovely today. The 
winds are calm. Actually the wind really never blows in Yellowknife. Oh, by the way, the 
company offered us a house here...”

In Amherst, Nova Scotia, Carolyn was wondering about the mentality of her man up 
North but married him anyway on September 26, 1959, eight days after her 22nd 
birthday. She flew to Yellowknife with her new husband and stepped down from the 
plane into the stinging reality of Yellowknife weather. 

The temperature was 15 degrees Fahrenheit below zero and the wind was howling at 
30 miles an hour, which converts into a wind chill factor of minus 46 degrees F. It was 
damned cold with a promise of the mercury dropping lower and the wind picking up 
velocity.

In those days an exploration geologist spent long stretches in the bush without a break. 
The birth of their first-born, Pamela Ann, on the Van Tassell’s first wedding anniversary 
started the new parents thinking about father finding another job--one which would offer 
a better chance for a domestic life and eliminate being away from home for five-month 
uninterrupted stretches in such distant places as Hudson Bay. It was a big order to 
appease a family yet find something as exciting and challenging as his job with Giant 
Yellowknife.

Denison Uranium Mines at Elliot Lake, Ontario was the wrong place.

On his own initiative Dutch energetically reworked all the old geologic maps which had 
been scratched over by 13 former geologists. Within a year the underground geologist 
was bored, restless, unhappy and investigating other career opportunities.

United Keno Hill Mines

The Toronto-based Falconbridge Nickel owned Giant Yellowknife and had purchased a 
controlling interest in United Keno Hill Mines in the Yukon Territory in 1962. For many 
decades, the Keno Hill operation 290 miles north of the territory’s capital at Whitehorse, 
had been North America’s largest single silver producer.

Now, with all underground ore reserves depleting, a decision was made to initiate an 
aggressive long-range exploration program to find new ore reserves for the purpose of 
extending the life of United Keno Hill Mines.

During the Keno area’s long mining history, companies had been fortunate to uncover 
ore in the old mines which had provided silver, lead, zinc and cadmium to world markets 
for more than 40 years.

Since 1921, Keno Hill and Galena Hill lodes had ranked as Canada’s richest silver 
deposits. Those mines dated back to the days of Guggenheims’ Keno Hill Mining and 
Treadwell Yukon under the guidance of Fred Bradley and Livingston Wernecke (Honour 
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Roll). Since the mid-1920s no new ore bodies had been discovered. The company had 
only spent money on property acquisitions, assessment work to keep mineral claims in 
good standing with the government and to prepare ground for future mining.

It was past time to seriously look for a new mine. The company had decided to launch a 
genuine effort to eliminate the slumping ore quandary. A major surface and underground 
exploration expansion was planned in an attempt to bring ore reserves up to a sufficient 
level to feed the 500-ton-a-day ore concentrator.

Chief geologist Alan Archer was instructed to establish a strong exploration team. 
United Keno Hill Mines’ initiative to go all out on an intense mineral hunt prompted 
Archer, who was looking after the underground program, to hire 28-year-old Dutch Van 
Tassell to carry out the topside portion of the exploration program.

It was Tuesday, May 21, 1963. Dutch was on the last part of the 3,500-mile cross 
country trip into United Keno Hill’s mining community from Elliot Lake, the small city 
where he had been working in northeastern Ontario, midway between the cities
of Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie.

The blue Volkswagen bug, crammed to the gunwales with luggage and paraphernalia, 
sped along the twisty, gravel Alaska Highway, trailed by a stream of fine brown dust and 
flying pebbles. Eight miles north of Whitehorse, he turned off the Alaska Highway onto 
the Mayo Road that would take him north another 300 miles to the company town of 
Calumet. 

The habitual good nature tugged at the mouth of the geologist who was happy to be off 
on a new adventure and a new challenge. Maybe too big a challenge? Although 
confident, his mind did harbour a few doubts that he may have bitten off a job bigger 
than he could handle. Finding a mine was a formidable undertaking. He had never 
found one before. What made him think he could find one now?

Well, the company must have had faith in him. The bosses had hired him, hadn’t they? 
The worst case scenario was that if he didn’t turn up additional ore reserves quickly he 
would be looking for another job, along with a lot of other people who were depending 
on him to keep the United Keno mining camp open and operational.

From hereon, throughout the rest of his career, his wife and children would have to 
share him with hundreds of mine employees; two-man field crews; office staff; the 
boards of the Yukon Chamber of Mines and Northern Resources Conference; endless 
public relation work to counter conservationists and Green Clubbers digging dirt; 
journalists looking for stories; prospectors looking to offload mineral properties; students 
enrolled in the introductory and advanced prospecting courses he taught, both in 
classrooms and in the field; the many youths he nurtured toward their own successful 
geological careers; bureaucrats with whom he tactfully butted heads while twirling 
through a maze of governmental departments; and his many sojourns to the field or to 
attend meetings in another city.
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It was a tall order and one on which he thrived. It wasn’t that he was a miracle worker, 
per se, although that was expected of him, too. His greatest asset was being highly 
organized. He knew exactly when to relinquish a duty and delegate responsibility to 
people who could be relied on to get a job done because he knew how to pick the 
cream of the crop in the first place.

He and his wife were a good team, too. He didn’t have to fret about the home front. That 
was his wife’s domain that she ran with fine-tooth precision. Dutch was free to 
concentrate on his work knowing the children were safe and well-attended. Calumet and 
Elsa were great towns for raising children. Parents still look back with fond memories of 
their days in the close-knit mining communities.

Dutch was focused on his business and his wife focused on hers. Carolyn was a 
crackerjack homemaker. Nobody could find a piece of lint in her castle, even in this 
mining town of dirt streets. She sent her husband off to work in clean clothes and he 
came home to a good meal, sometimes with one to 21 expected or unexpected guests 
in tow. Carolyn could accommodate them. She was a dynamo in the kitchen which also 
served as her own private bakery. 

As the children, Pam and Alan, grew they bustled around helping like little elves and 
learned their mother’s culinary secrets. They, in turn, would help teach their little brother 
Steven Dale, who was born on October 21, 1970 after the Van Tassells left Calumet and 
settled into Whitehorse.

Carolyn was socially ambitious and loved the stimulation of entertaining at her dining 
room table or at the card table. She would have been scary if her primary choice of 
games had been poker. Instead, she honed her skills as a deadly bridge player and 
delighted in beating the socks off her opponents.

The gigantic problem that had loomed up in front of Dutch for the last thousand miles on 
his initial journey to Calumet was that outside the car window was the Cordilleran, so-
called for the mountain chain that runs along the Pacific coast from the tip end of South 
America to Alaska.

The mountains, glaciers, vegetation and lakes glistening with the last spring ice denoted 
a region that differed vastly from the Canadian Shield where Dutch had gained his 
geological strengths in the Northwest Territories and Ontario.
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                        Regardless of where he was destined to 
search for minerals he always contended 
that the only thing certain about geology was 
the rock. Finding minerals was a frustration 
of putting together missing pieces to a puzzle 
with only indefinite parameters for guidelines. 
And here he was heading for the Keno Hill 
area where more experienced geologists 
than he had met defeat in finding new vein-
type deposits, which, simplistically, means 
that the fissures, faults and cracks in the 
rocks have filled in with minerals.

                      Dutch had a lot of counts against him. He 
had never worked the Cordillera before, 
knew nothing about Keno Hill’s vein-type
geology, or the area’s history of where others

Dutch Van Tassell: “The only thing                       had looked and been unsuccessful,  
certain about geology is the rock.”                       successful, encouraged or discouraged.
(Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975)

It would be helpful, before delving into a mineral exploration program, to do an in-depth 
study of old reports and maps and to talk with other geologists.

Yet he didn’t have the luxury to tarry. The field season, a scant five months long if the 
Yukon weather held in his favor, would be underway tomorrow morning. Nevertheless, 
he thrilled to the thought of pitting his wits against Mother Nature and liked the idea 
even more that he had a gambler’s chance to come out the winner.

Here he was at Stewart Crossing. A left turn would take him to Dawson City and the 
heart of the Klondike. He made a right turn to the northeast and followed the Stewart 
Valley into Mayo, 35 miles from his ultimate destination. Heeding Al Archer’s mailed 
map and instructions, Dutch guided the blue Bug through the company townsite of Elsa, 
up Galena Hill and into Calumet, along rows of bunkhouses and cedar PanAbodes® 
that housed 500 residents.

It was 6 p.m., suppertime. He knocked at the door of the varnished log house at the end 
of the street and introduced himself to the chief geologist. Inside, Alan Archer introduced 
Dutch to Dr. Alex Smith, United Keno Hill’s consulting geologist. 

Over dinner, the conversation centered on Dutch’s trip and a brief sketch about his 
family who had increased over a month earlier in Elliot Lake by one son, Alan Stacy, 
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born April 13, 1963, a brother for Pam. Carolyn and the children, waiting in Amherst for 
the family’s personal effects to arrive in Calumet, would come a month later by plane. 

After dinner, the conversation zeroed in on the problems Dutch would face the next day. 
Eighteen university students, hired for the summer, were on location waiting for his 
supervision and guidance.

An overburden drill, the first time one had been considered for Canadian geochemical  
exploration, had arrived that day. There were no trained drillers to operate it. In fact, 
nobody knew too much about the drill except it might do a job. 

“Overburden” is aptly named. It is a burden of surface materials comprised of such 
rubble as dirt, sand, gravel and silt that covers the rock surface, or bedrock, which is the 
geologist’s destination point.

The overburden drill does not produce core. It produces mud and dirt from 
overburden and rock chips when drilling in bedrock. Samples are collected in 
plastic bags weighing 10 to 15 pounds each. They are forwarded to a laboratory 
for either geochemical analysis and/or assaying, depending on the particular stage 
of the exploration program.

Boyles Brothers, a diamond drilling contractor, had three rigs in transit to the United 
Keno property.

When geologists want to examine what is hidden beneath their feet, they lay out a grid 
for mapping geochemistry and geophysics and, depending on results, decide 
where and how many diamond drill holes they want the contractor to put down into the 
earth. The driller is not drilling for diamonds. Rather the drill bits consist of several 
concentric tiers of industrial-grade diamonds. In good, unbroken rock, the bits cut into 
the bedrock and the high-speed rotary-cutting action produces smooth intact cylindrical 
rock core that is representative of what is in the rock at depth.

The core is removed from the barrel and placed in elongated core trays that weigh in at 
about 50 pounds. Then comes the logging and splitting the core lengthwise, a laborious 
task usually assigned to a rookie. 

If lucky, the mineral sought can be seen with the naked eye and a high-voltage smile will 
cover the geologist’s face. Often as not, the grains will be microscopic and not even 
detectable with a hand-held magnifying lens.
 
Half the core is sent to labs to be assayed for economic content; the other half is stored 
in the core boxes in racks to be used later to determine the best metallurgical method of 
ore recovery to use in the mill process should the deposit be developed into an 
operating mine. 
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Dutch had tiny fragments of the after-dinner conversation whirling through his mind. He 
had heard about area geology; troubled junction of veins; ore exhaustion; cuts weren’t 
up to anticipation; where ore may shoot off from the known veins; the lowest recorded 
temperature was minus 82 degrees Fahrenheit; permafrost was several hundred feet 
deep. 

“Permanent frost”, a curse and phenomenon in cold climates, is hard as rock. The thick 
frozen layer of subsurface soil never thaws, unless it is disturbed by plunking a heated 
house directly on top of the frozen ground or digging it up with a dozer for a roadbed.

To Dutch’s way of thinking anything was possible; the impossible took a little longer. But 
what he heard didn’t sound good. Suddenly, it seemed like “impossibility” was casting a 
shadow over what he had taken on as a challenge. Or were the two seasoned 
geologists spoofing this newcomer? Initiating him into their fraternity? He would soon 
find out.

The next day at first light, which comes early on a May 22 morning in the north, Dutch 
headed to the geology office across the street to surround himself with drafting tables, 
filing cabinets, maps, books and rocks and sort out what he had bitten into. He 
concluded that he would have to concentrate on Keno Hill geology for 17 hours a day, 
or repack his gear.

The geological history was long and involved. His decision made, he buckled down to 
researching the 63 properties and prospects in the Keno Hill area. Thumbing through 
old files, he found records of United Keno’s $30,000 investment for churn drilling the 
difficult holes down on Duncan Creek, where the history had begun a long time ago 
when four goldjackers had confiscated the Swedes’ workings while Mr. Gustavenson 
and his two sons had floated 200 miles down river to Dawson to sell their gold and re-
supply for the winter of 1899.

Dutch soon began having grave doubts about the experimental Atlas Copco overburden 
drill. It did not seem to be designed to handle the heavy workload. At first, the drill was a 
headache rather than a reliable workhorse. Modifications were necessary to drill in the 
rough topography. In the middle of the night, overburden drillers telephoned reports to 
Dutch of yet another mechanical breakdown.

Their complaints about broken water tubes, worn connectors and adaptors could usually  
be traced back to inexperienced crews pushing too hard and getting sloppy. The 
machine rebelled. So did Dutch.

Meticulously, he recorded each breakdown, stocked parts, listened to drillers’ ideas and 
succeeded in minimizing shutdowns. He trimmed operating costs from $4.09 to $1.50 a 
foot--or 10 times less than the cost of diamond drilling at an approximate $15 per foot.
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The Husky

By 1964, the overburden drill provided the first indications of the Husky vein system. 
The drill proved to be a sophisticated mechanical and chemical update from the crude 
pitting and shafting methods of the pioneer prospectors who had managed to find vein 
material with nothing more than their gold pans.

United Keno Hill’s claim package had increased on Galena Hill, Keno Hill and 
Sourdough Hills. Most of the claims were grid mapped and soil sampled. Enough 
information was provided to compile a 26-foot-long by four-foot-wide geological map of 
vein-system patterns that showed the better mineralized veins occurred primarily in 
quartzite and greenstone which tended to give wide channels for mineral deposits.

The veins could either carry silver-rich sulphides or support unprofitable pyrite and 
siderite. Dutch could see that ore shoots tended to happen close to offsetting cross 
faults, near vein junctions and where a vein changed directions.

By 1965, diamond drilling stabbed at good Husky targets. Discouragingly, only non-
economic vein-type material was uncovered. Core recovery was exceptionally poor in 
the badly-broken rock. Further, in places, heavy water flow hampered the proper 
collection of soil samples.

“A geologist lives in mortal fear of working an area and missing something,” said Dutch  
who reworked the Husky anomalies numerous times to no avail. “Geologists are always 
looking back over their shoulders.”

Then the axe fell. The exploration budget suffered what Dutch referred to “as a bit of a 
cut”, which, in reality, was a devastating shock.

On October 14, 1966, Yukoners, who had been paying closer attention to politics than to 
the economy, were happy when the federal masters in Ottawa appointed local 
businessman James Smith to fill the Yukon’s top bureaucratic position, left vacant for 
several months under the suspense of who the next Commissioner of the Yukon would 
be. The predecessor, Gordon R. Cameron, had announced his intentions the previous 
December that he would resign the commissioner’s post the end of May, 1966.

On the heels of the good news came the bad news. United Keno Hill management told 
16,000 Yukoners, who relied directly or indirectly on the mine for their livelihood, that the 
company intended to close its Elsa operation.

Ore reserves were declining and profits were almost non-existent. Chief geologist Al 
Archer, who was running an intense exploration underground in tandem with Dutch’s 
surface work, had quit to open a private consulting firm in Whitehorse in 1965. Then 
there had been the No Cash fire. 
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The No Cash Tragedy

The No Cash Mine was a rich silver legacy left over from the pioneer days of prospector 
Charlie Brefalt (Hall of Fame). Cashless at a critical time, the Swedish-born Brefalt had 
to borrow $10 to record the claim with the government in circa 1925. He eventually 
optioned the richly mineralized property to Treadwell Yukon for a handsome price.

Major concerns to underground miners are always a cave-in or a fire. Fire grants no 
mercy. It is a miracle when miners can find an air pocket and survive the thick smoke 
accumulating in tunnels until rescuers arrive.

At 11 o’clock in the morning, Thursday, June 23, 1966, a flash fire supposedly resulted 
from a spark introduced to a leaky gas stove line. The fire ignited the underground 
lunchroom of the No Cash mine, located halfway between Elsa and Calumet. 

A dozen men were trapped. Eight men huddled in two different air pockets. Both 
colonies knew to build a barricade. Any materials they could find went into building a 
wall against the lethal smoke so they could save their precious air supply. They slapped 
up rocks and gravel, mud and rubber mining clothes. They slit, flattened and plastered 
rubber hoses into the wall.

The fire was burning at the 200 foot level down in the mine workings. Local mine rescue 
teams were attempting to establish contact with any survivors as they worked from  
surface and from the 500-foot adit, a horizontal passage offering access into the mine.

An emergency rescue team, armed with sophisticated breathing apparatus, was flown in 
from Giant Yellowknife Mine, the sister company to United Keno Hill Mines. 

The eight trapped men were scribbling out wills on anything they could find in their 
pockets, sort of their talisman for getting out alive. They later recounted how good the 
air tasted when the compressor cleared out the smoke and the rescue crew got the air 
down to their level after six hours. Another eight hours passed before the eight men 
could inch their way along the smoky level, eventually reaching the mine portal, fresh air 
and safety.

Sadly, four men--three miners and a diamond driller--were asphyxiated trying to outrun 
the smoke from the fire that six mine rescue crews battled for over 24 hours. 

Following the tragedy that snuffed out No Cash production, other mines closed, too. As 
tonnage yield fell, expenditures were pared, and all underground explorations stopped.
During the period of uncertainty and insecurity, the few employees who managed to 
retain their jobs moped. The habitual community spirit faded.

It was easy to see what was causing the human problem and how it could be corrected. 
A management consultant was brought to Elsa, anyway. One person interviewed was 
Dutch.
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“I’m an exploration geologist,” related Dutch, who spent every waking hour looking for a 
new mine on a skimpy budget to provide employment to 600 people. “I’m paid to look 
for a mine, not meddle in social problems. Once I accomplish my goal, your job will be a 
simple one.”

The looming closure was an epitaph to the dazzling 1950s when lead and silver prices 
had skyrocketed; zinc and cadmium, once considered worthless, had cruised into the 
credit brackets; and Keno Hill had detonated into a havoc of staking posts, prospectors, 
promoters, claim poachers, opportunists, syndicates and companies. Money had flowed 
in a carnival atmosphere.

North America’s richest silver camp featured updated flotation facilities which extracted 
minerals in a modern 250-ton concentrator which had replaced the original mill that had 
short-circuited into flames.

The company also had invested $250,000 in a fleet of red International truck-trailers. 
Each hauled 30 tons of ore and were serviced in the Keno Hill Transport garage at 
Whitehorse.

A convoy of 20 trucks travelled 12 feet apart, even in ice fog, over the 290-mile gravel 
highway. The trucks left Whitehorse at 8 p.m. and arrived exactly 12 hours later in Mayo 
at 8 a.m. The trucks rested for six weeks waiting for winter ice bridges or summer ferries 
to be installed at the crossings on the Stewart, Yukon and Pelly rivers. Despite seasonal 
interruptions, moving concentrates overland had proved more economical than river 
transportation. By 1955, just as metal markets slipped again, sternwheelers drydocked 
forever.

Ten years later the solution to untying all the twisted social and economic knots at 
United Keno hinged on finding new ore reserves. By 1967, Dutch’s exploration program 
was uprighted. He once again turned attention to fill-in work on the Husky, located 
between the Silver King and Elsa, offset by the Brefalt fault.

He took his time on the Husky. He didn’t want to be looking over his shoulder and find 
out he had missed something. Economic values had been intersected with the Atlas 
Copco overburden drill which went as far as it could churning out mud samples before 
Canadian Mine Services offered relief with a diamond drill.

If his computations were accurate--and there was no reason his figures should be 
wrong--the vein would be intersected in exactly 30 minutes.

Dutch was on his way to the drill site to insure that the rig was shut down at exactly the 
right moment so it wouldn’t chew up unnecessary exploration dollars after hitting the 
target. Then the drill could be dismantled and moved later in the morning to the location 
on the grid he had selected to put down the next hole.
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The alarm had buzzed him out of bed at 2:30 a.m. Padding around the silent 
PanAbode® he had disturbed no one. Carolyn and the two youngsters were sound 
asleep as he dressed to go down to the drill site.

For four years Dutch had been a powerhouse of energy. Now he was tired and thin. But 
he loved it. Work suited his Dutch heritage. And he was duplicating Livingston 
Wernecke’s habits of working all day and half the night, sometimes neglecting his family. 

He was onto something now and couldn’t let go. He did not know yet what it was or 
where it was. But he could smell it, taste it, feel it like a sixth sense. More than a sixth 
sense was the reality of the 90 percent core recovery indicating that the pieces of the 
puzzle were slipping into the right places.

It was like the proverbial itch you can’t reach to scratch. He knew the answer was in 
front of him but he couldn’t quite grasp it. Maybe he was too obsessed with his subject. 
He needed to sleep and let his subconscious take over. The trouble was, he couldn’t 
sleep. Countless nights he prowled the house or at late hours he had visited the office 
where he deciphered and replotted data or studied drill sections. 

It was a snappy September, 1967 morning, the constellations still brilliant on black when 
he stopped the red half-ton at the Calumet staff house to pick up geologist Scott 
Zimmer. The truck’s headlights plunged through darkness to Elsa and turned onto the 
frost-caked access road.

Dutch parked the truck and led the way down the hill several hundred feet to the 
plywood drill shack. The change in the Longyear 38’s engine noise meant that the two-
man drill drew had just pulled the core barrel and were ready to drill again.

The engine revved as Dutch greeted the crew, his eyes turning immediately to the neat 
rows of smooth marble-swirled cylinders in the elongated wooden trays. Routinely, he 
chose a piece of core, then whooped inarticulately, flung his cap to the shack’s ceiling 
and cried, “It’s a hot one! It’s loaded with ruby silver!”
 
Finding this dark red stuff in situ or in the drill core is so incredibly exciting as to elicit a 
strange behaviour in geologists and prospectors akin to what catnip does to cats. Ruby 
silver is an extremely high-grade sulphide mineral that contains about 67-per-cent silver 
and is technically known as pyrargyrite. This was the initial indicator that Dutch had a 
handle on the rich Husky vein system.

The unexpected decibels above the engine’s roar brought the young driller helper off 
the floor three inches, Dutch recalled. On his way down he banged his head against the 
wall, so surprised was he by the quiet geologist gone berserk. 

The veteran driller, more accustomed to strange outbursts from core grabbers, jerked 
around in surprise and grinned at the out-of-character geologist. The knowledge that the 
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head geologist was greatly pleased with their overnight work brought great pride to the 
drillers who don’t feel this thrill of satisfaction very often.
 
The shine of success was on Dutch’s face as he re-examined the sparkles and 
spangles. Grabbing the 50-pound core tray, he charged up the hill to the truck and was 
on his way back for the second tray before his assistant could offer help.

The driller, whose responsibility was to deliver the size NQ core to the geology shack at 
the end of his shift, reminded Dutch, “I’ll bring those up.”

“I’ve waited four years for this,” Dutch answered. “I’m not letting it out of my sight.”

Dutch didn’t sleep the night he discovered the aorta to the vein system at United Keno--
a real showpiece which eventually produced 60 percent of all the silver coming from the 
company’s six operating mines.

Atlas Copco Overburden Drilling 

The Husky discovery, a result of pioneering the use of an overburden drilling sampling 
technique and geochemistry, is reported to have produced over 17 million ounces of 
silver in its lifetime.

As far as was known at the relevant time, United Keno Hill Mines was the first company 
in Canada to use an overburden drill as a geochemical and geological exploration tool. 

Geochemistry is a secondary mineral exploration technique that involves taking  
samples of soils from an area on a systematic basis and determining the identities and 
concentrations of the metals present through chemical analysis.

The results are plotted on a map to detect any anomalies that might indicate 
mineralization. The geochemical method is attractive for its simplicity, portability, 
effectiveness and low cost and is used in connection with the primary geological 
exploration process which involves breaking rocks with a hammer or doing core drilling.

After experimenting with sampling deep overburden, UKHM purchased its first Atlas 
Copco overburden drill in the spring of 1963 that arrived on the property the same day 
Dutch did. 

This overburden drilling technique is what found the Husky treasure, the first new vein 
system identified from a surface exploration program. The structure was buried under a 
deep glacial overburden, a condition that was foreign to Dutch’s expertise when he 
came to Keno Hill from the Shield country. The 20-foot to 60-foot cover consisted of 
layers of soil, till, sand, gravel and clay. And, although the area is mountainous with 
elevations ranging from 2,300 to 6,750 feet, rock outcrop is sparse.
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The practice was to drill holes at 100-foot depth through the overburden into bedrock to 
locate float downhill from vein zones--or, in other words, find pieces of broken rock that 
have been carried from their original position through some natural process such as 
glacial movement. 

The overburden drill, a mechanical and chemical adaptation of the oldtimers’ pitting and 
shafting methods, provided good penetration into bedrock and returned valuable 
geological information.

At the laboratory, the sample for geochemical analysis was washed through a 14-mesh 
screen into a gold pan. (The small mesh has 14 openings per inch and is equivalent 
to the size screen on most house doors.) Coarse material was logged visually while 
the fine material was panned and the resulting concentrate identified under a 
microscope.

All pertinent information was plotted for interpretation. Anomalous areas were 
sometimes redrilled, tightening up the 200-foot-hole pattern, and sometimes probing 
later with overburden angle-hole drilling and/or diamond drilling. 

The Atlas Copco was such an impressive economic darling for testing that a companion  
drill was bought when the exploration program expanded in 1971.

Amazingly, this method assured nearly a hundred percent recovery of cuttings and 
provided a faster and more economic coverage of veins than did diamond drilling. Cost 
of angle hole drilling varied from 94 cents to $2.17 a foot, compared to $15 to $20 a foot 
for diamond drilling.

However, harsh winters are hard on man, beast, budgets and equipment in the central 
Yukon. Therefore, the overburden drill could only operate effectively from April to 
October. Each of the two eight-hour shifts was manned by a driller, driller’s helper and a 
bulldozer operator, who prepared the drill pad and moved the drill to the next site. 

The exploration program Dutch fostered from 1963 to 1969 extended outward to known 
vein areas which were close enough to surface to later mine using bulldozers and trucks 
in small open-pit operations, as opposed to the costlier underground method. In a chain-
link reaction, the open-pit mines served to extend the life of the Husky which extended 
the life of the company which was able to keep the workers employed. 

United Keno and a lot of Yukoners were indebted to Dutch. “The company owes me 
nothing,”  he declared, modestly. “I got a regular paycheque to do a job. I hope the 
company and I are even.”
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Photo Left: The Husky headframe (Jane 
Gaffin Photo, 1974)

Photo Right: Underground miners on the job 
in UKHM's Husky showpiece, 1979  (Photo 
courtesy of UKHM)

UKHM Exploration Superintendent

The thrill of finding the Husky motivated Dutch to meet new challenges. 

UKHM’s parent, Falconbridge Nickel, and Canadian Superior Exploration, a subsidiary 
of Superior Oil, shared financing that enabled United Keno Hill Mines to establish a new 
exploration division.

Dutch, who retained his consultant geologist position for the Elsa operation, was named 
exploration superintendent for the whole Yukon. In March, 1969, the company 
dispatched him to set up an exploration headquarters in Whitehorse, the Yukon’s capital 
of 6,000 residents.
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He chose a company house on Koidern Street in the residential suburb of Riverdale. 
Until the Medical Building came available on Main Street, the basement of the newly-
purchased house served as an interim exploration department.

Working at home had its advantages; it also had its disadvantages. In the wee hours of 
the morning the household silence was often shattered by the noisy telex clattering out 
messages from the Toronto home office located in an Ontario time zone three hours 
ahead of the Yukon.

He was busy dealing with maps, charts, graphs and mounds of paperwork associated 
with mineral exploration. For brevity’s sake he simply designated the projects 
alphabetically as ABC, DEF...and so forth. The letters do not stand for anything. The 
uninspiring monikers were time-savers when having to use the horribly tedious Leroy® 
process to hand-label dozens of maps on the drafting table or registering large number 
of mineral claims with a mining recorder. 

Dutch was busy studying geological reports and maps. The only existing geological 
guide was a large-scale map prepared by the federal government’s Geological Survey 
of Canada 30 years before. Although the chart was peppered with inaccuracies, he 
didn’t discount the information. Soon, he noticed that only the easily-accessible places 
had been given proper geological attention.

His attention was drawn to the historical Williams Creek area, known for placer gold as 
early as 1898. The area, about 130 miles northwest of Whitehorse in the Dawson 
Range, was more than a favourable hunting ground for gold. The countryside is littered 
with copper minerals such as bornite, chalcopyrite and malacite.

As an experiment, Dutch decided to try something new by re-trying something as old as 
dirt. A tried and proven prospecting method was to walk the ground where 
mineralization was suspected to exist.

He hired a two-man reconnaissance party to put in the field the summer of 1971. Their 
job was to walk the tree-covered terrain, breaking and collecting rocks along what was 
known as an intrusive belt favourable for copper mineralization.

Dutch showed geologist Dick Joy an example of a quartz-rich Williams Creek gneiss as 
an indicator rock. It was coated with the stunning tell-tale bright green of malachite, a 
mineral of copper. The boss offered an extra incentive to the party chief, “If you find any 
of this, you’ll have a permanent job.”

Dick Joy was born in St. Patricks, Newfoundland on September 23, 1950 and was a 
fresh 1971 BSc honours graduate from Memorial University at St. John’s. He was 
young, eager and without definite plans beyond the 1971 field season.

He and his assistant, Peter Pangman, a geology student from Queen’s University in 
Kingston, Ontario, tramped off from east of Lake Laberge and prospected their way 
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northwestward into the vicinity of Carmacks. They moved along Williams Creek, Merritt 
Creek, Hoochekoo Creek and crossed Big Creek.

Origin of Big Creek’s Name 

Big Creek is not catchy like Hoochekoo but nevertheless has an interesting anecdote 
behind the dull handle. Of the five Big Creeks in the Yukon, the most prominent one 
enters the Yukon River four miles below Minto Landing on the Carmacks mapsheet.

The so-called stream displaces a lot of water and tends to flood every spring. In 1887, 
the waterway was missed by Dominion Land Surveyor William Ogilvie (Honour Roll) in 
his traverse down the Yukon River because its mouth was concealed from the main 
channel by an island. 

Dr. Hugh Bostock (Honour Roll) explained the origin of the name Big Creek in his 1934 
Geological Survey of Canada field notes. A Mr. McMartin came into the country as a 
soldier with the Yukon Field Force in 1898 and was discharged from the army in 1899 at 
Fort Selkirk where he became postmaster. He chose a place at the mouth of a “big 
creek” to homestead and farm. Wanting to register his land, he asked a local Indian 
what the creek was called. The Indian exclaimed, “Oh! Big creek!”, meaning the creek 
was such a big creek that it actually was a river. McMartin registered his land parcel at 
the mouth of what he misunderstood to be Big Creek. The name stuck. 

In 1970, Silver Standard, in a partnership with ASARCO (American Smelting and 
Refining Company) had covered ground from Minto in the Dawson Range to Dawson 
City. Curious about high geochemical values, the syndicate returned to do follow-up 
work in 1971. An Alouette II helicopter was lowering silt samplers by hoist winch into the 
bush-covered creeks.

Roy McMichaels, a Silver Standard geologist, and John Kozic, a prospector assistant, 
staked the first 16 claims in the Minto area on July 16, 1971. “We had excellent 
geochemical values on the drainage north of Big Creek,” McMichaels enthused in a 
1975 telephone interview from Vancouver. “And we weren’t taking any chances with 
United Keno’s crew bearing down on us.” It was an incentive to expand its Minto group 
to 93 claims.

Meanwhile, United Keno Hill’s two-man team was sweating among the rocks on a hot 
summer day. With his prospector hammer, Dick Joy whacked off a strange-looking 
chunk of rock and held it in the sun’s ray for a better look. He described it as a biotite 
gneiss.

“Then I noticed the huge green malachite-stained area about 25 yards to the south,” he 
said in a 1974 interview. “I didn’t know what to think. But where there’s a stain, there’s 
bound to be sulphides.”
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The young geologist moved toward the outcrop where green malachite specked the 
biotite gneiss. While lunching atop the green-tarnished hill with his trailmate Peter 
Pangman, the two prospectors discussed where the boundaries were to Silver 
Standard’s claims.

They were quite pleased to see no evidence of cut lines or people. From the discovery 
outcrop, Dick selected the best possible sample to show his boss, who responded to a 
coded radio message to come visit their camp.

As soon as the helicopter touched down, Dick held out a near gneiss twin to the 
malachite-bespeckled example Dutch had shown him before the two prospectors had 
set off on their overland mission.

“I guess I have a job for the winter?” reminded the beaming geologist from 
Newfoundland.

Yes, he did, and was destined to be elevated to senior exploration geologist and named 
manager of the DEF camp when it was established in the Dawson Range, 50 miles 
northwest of Carmacks.

On the afternoon of July 24, 1971, the men positioned the No. One claim post for DEF 1 
and 2 claims. By season’s end, United Keno’s package contained 70 claims.

The next summer, 1972, United Keno’s crews                                
resampled soil. Everybody apprentices in mineral 
exploration on the dirt-bagging brigade. Students 
complain bitterly about the boring job, which, 
nonetheless, is essential and has been likened to low-
ranking private soldiers who win or lose wars. 

The dirt-baggers note the locations on a grid where the 
samples were collected. Then the soil samples are sent 
away usually to Vancouver to be analyzed in a lab for 
metal values. The information is plotted on maps and 
interpreted, along with other geological data which
guides an exploration geologist in the selection of
favourable mineralized targets to pursue.

Dick Joy, United Keno senior 
exploration geologist and DEF 
camp manager (Jane Gaffin 
Photo, 1975)
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They dug test pits, mapped the geology and examined the depth of the overburden. A 
bulldozer’s artwork exposed a large anomaly, roughly 1,000 x 5,000 feet in size.

Across the boundary line, ASARCO had taken over responsibility for advanced 
exploration from Silver Standard whose diamond drilling program had revealed 2.5 
percent copper and sparked a 1971 staking rush.

ASARCO winter-freighted supplies and equipment into the site and did limited drilling 
and trenching in 1972. Discouraged with results, the company went away. Strangely,  
ASARCO, a major company, wanted to consolidate the DEF and Minto properties and 
option the two-syndicate package to a major company. This was a typical lax practice 
dating back to the Guggenheims’ Yukon Gold Corporation dredging operations near 
Dawson City in the early 1900s.

The Guggenheim empire of New York was not interested in its unimpressive holdings in 
northern Canada. Besides, the shrewd Daniel Guggenheim had bigger things on his 
mind. From 1899 to 1901, the rattle of battle was heard as the Guggenheims (Honour 
Roll) crossed sabers with the famous U.S. Rockefeller industrialists for control of 
ASARCO. Through cunning and clever stick handling that raised suspicions of 
investigative reporters at a shareholders’ meeting as to who exactly were all these 
shareholders who had no identities to accompany their names, the Guggenheim 
brothers snatched the majority control of American Smelting and Refining Company 
away from the Rockefellers in 1901. Daniel Guggenheim was immediately appointed 
chairman of the board; by 1905, he was president.

United Keno Hill Exploration declined the invitation to consolidate the DEF Minto 
properties. Small deposits are not attractive for mining giants to develop, anyway. 
Usually, a big company farms out a small deposit to a junior company to develop and 
mine. Besides, United Keno Hill’s parent, Falconbridge Nickel, was a multinational. Why  
look elsewhere for a major company?

United Keno Hill continued on with its budget and plans to drill exploratory holes in 
1973. The DEF manpower, which fluctuated between eight and 25 employees, was 
staking and sampling the 204 FED claims (DEF spelled backwards) southeast of the 
original DEF claims.

E.Caron Diamond Drilling Ltd. was drilling holes and pulling core barrels at record pace 
as the Whitehorse firm completed an 18,000-foot drilling program. Caron’s first 
diamond-drill hole on the DEF plunged into 1.85 percent copper; the next hole brought 
the grade up to 3.5 percent; and No. 7, a deep hole, angled off and hit 4.99 percent 
copper.

“It was another tiger,” recalled a radiant Dutch Van Tassell.

The only problem was the No. 7 hole had slipped over onto the neighbour’s yard. United 
Keno was paying to do ASARCO’s drilling, unknowingly and unwillingly. Dutch notified 
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ASARCO of the results from the drill core. ASARCO returned late in the summer of 
1973. Caron kept drilling into gneiss and copper mineralization, only this time the hole 
was on ASARCO’s dollar.

“We had an extensive knowledge of the area,” Art Courtney, ASARCO’s project 
manager, said in a 1975 interview. “We worked along the same geological pattern as 
United Keno.”

Together, the two syndicates outlined an eight-million-ton, DEF/Minto copper deposit 
with its maximum 12-year mining life expectancy.

Almost 60 percent of the ore body belonged to Silver Standard/ASARCO while the 
remaining 40 percent was owned by United Keno Hill (the manager), Falconbridge 
Nickel and Canadian Superior (CanSup).

A high capital investment would have been prohibitive to take the DEF/Minto copper 
deposit into production at a time when copper prices were low, government regulations 
stringent and transportation systems deficient. It was deemed prudent to postpone the 
project and label the deposit as mineral inventory.

Photo Left: Aerial view, DEF camp 
(Jane Gaffin Photo, 1974)

Photo right: Manager Dick Joy makes a list of supplies he 
needs to order for the DEF camp. (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1974)
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Nearly 35 years passed before the project went to production. Over the years of ups 
and downs in the mining industry, Falconbridge Nickel and Falconbridge Copper had 
merged around 1982 into Falconbridge Ltd. Although Falconbridge sold its other Yukon 
assets, the Toronto-based company held onto all the DEF claims and leases. After a 
bunch of twists and turns and twirls and tangles, the deposit was ultimately developed 
into a producing mine by Vancouver-based Sherwood Copper Corporation.

The earlier participation of Dutch Van Tassell and Dick Joy was 
not overlooked. The two Alberta-based exploration geologists 
were among the bankers, construction workers, geological and 
engineering consultants, investment brokers, politicians and 
Sherwood Copper executives and staff who were flown to the 
Minto mine site for the official ribbon-cutting ceremony on 
Thursday, October 11, 2007.

    Dick                                                                                                                                               Dutch

Aerial view of Minto Mine (Dick Joy Photo, 2007)
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Two Air North Boeing 737 charter flights picked up all the invited guests in Vancouver 
and flew them to Whitehorse. From there, several smaller aircraft ferried the guests to 
the mine site where they joined Yukon politicians and representatives of the 
government, Pelly Construction, Selkirk First Nation, the media and approximately 170 
shift and construction workers on location that particular day. It was a grand day of 
tours, talks and a monumental celebratory feast under a stadium-sized tent. 

When the DEF was initially discovered, United Keno Hill Exploration’s office expanded 
from one man in Whitehorse to five permanent employees. While continuing to “look 
back over his shoulder” and explore the fringes of the DEF deposit, he was optioning 
and examining other properties, too.

One was an historic gold-silver, lead-zinc property that had been optioned from John 
Scott, once a Treadwell Yukon mining engineer, and lawyer Willard Phelps, Scott’s 
nephew through marriage.

United Keno Hill Mines intended to reopen the old underground workings of the Venus 
mine which was heralded as the first hardrock mine and mill operating in the Yukon. 
Until 1905, placer mining was the star attraction. Then came Colonel John Howard 
Conrad who touted the Venus Mine as the brightest object in the mining orb.

Colonel Conrad and His Venus Mine

About 11 miles south of the little burg of Caribou Crossing, now 
known as Carcross, the 500-person community of Conrad City 
loaned support to the Montana, Big Thing and the Venus mines. 

John Howard Conrad (Honour Roll), a flamboyant American 
financier, was responsible for consolidating a string of gold and 
silver claims on Montana Mountain which stands sentinel to 
Carcross. Conrad City sprang up in 1905 on the banks of Windy 
Arm, an extension of Tagish Lake.

By January of 1905, he had set up Conrad Consolidated Mines and J.H. Conrad 
Bonanza Mines. The two newly-formed companies and 10 claims quickly evolved into 
an intricate web of some dozen companies and more than a hundred claims.
Soon, Conrad had staked, optioned or purchased control of the entire Windy Arm 
jurisdiction, subsequently named the Conrad Mining District.

By 1907, Conrad was employing over 350 men in the mines and mill. Another 150 
prospectors were under grubstakes scouring the hills in search of lucrative mineral 
deposits. 

By 1909, several thousand tons of ore had been shipped south to a Washington State 
smelter. Although some of the ore was extremely high-grade, Conrad’s enthusiasm 
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could not offset the fact that ore shoots tended to be low grade or discontinuous. The 
cost of freight added to his problems.

For over eight years, Conrad bucked the difficulties and pitfalls of hardrock mining in the 
Yukon. Finally, Conrad Consolidated Mines slipped into bankruptcy and Conrad 
disappeared from the Yukon mining picture in April, 1912.

It was in this context of the old workings left over from Conrad’s Montana Mountain 
holdings of the 1905 era that United Keno underground crews worked. This property 
even had historic links to United Keno’s ancestral company. 

Treadwell Alaska president Fred Bradley and his geological engineer, Livingston 
Wernecke, had scouted out the Venus as a possible investment opportunity in 1920 
before turning their attention to Keno Hill where they ultimately mined as Treadwell 
Yukon, the forerunner to the formation of Keno Hill Mining Company in 1945 and was 
subsequently refinanced into United Keno Hill Mines in 1948.

Commuting between the Venus mine site and Whitehorse made for a very long work 
day. But the men’s work was rewarding. First, they were working for Dutch Van Tassell; 
secondly, the mine was progressing nicely toward a production decision.

A mine geologist, who had spent a year underground at the Venus mapping the new 
faces where rock was freshly broken by the 16 underground miners, had been taking 
samples for assaying and tracking the grade. By December, 1979, sampling results 
were encouraging. 

An ore-crushing mill was planned and company officials were in discussions with 
government agencies in the hopes of re-opening the Venus gold-silver mine. A feasibility  
study was underway and Peter Munro, United Keno Hill Mines Toronto-based president, 
was expecting a production decision by March, 1980. 

Re-opening the mine and constructing a mill was estimated to cost between $3.5 to 
$4.5 million. The company had already spent $600,000 on exploration. And, if all went 
well, construction could get underway in the summer of 1980. 

The small mill, designed to handle 100-tons of ore a day, went on the British Columbia 
side of the border. For every ton of quartz put through the crusher, a quarter of an ounce 
of gold and seven ounces of silver could be extracted. Once the minerals were removed 
from the host rock, the minerals would be sent to a smelter to separate the gold from 
the silver. 

Gold closed in December, 1979 at $579.70 U.S. per ounce and went as high as $850 
U.S. per ounce in 1980; during the same period, silver was fluctuating in a range 
between $10 to $20 U.S. per ounce. Canada’s monetary exchange rate was around 20 
percent against the American greenback which increased the Canadian price for gold to 
more than a thousand dollars per ounce.
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Just as the mine was in production readiness the rug was pulled out from under the 
precious metal market. The Venus project died in October, 1981. The underground 
miners and mill workers were laid off. 

Some of the United Keno stalwarts transferred back to Dutch’s exploration department. 
Six field men were dispatched to investigate the entire Minto copperbelt for additional 
mineralization around the DEF/Minto copper property in the Dawson Range northwest 
of Carmacks. 

By mid-1982, gold had dropped as much as $500 in price and silver hit the bottom of 
the cyclical trough at $4.98. This was the last gasp for the DEF/Minto, which was 
scheduled to go to production as the Yukon’s next hardrock mine. But the project had to 
be deferred due to a bad economy that saw the whole mining industry collapse in the 
summer of 1982. 

Déja vu! A lot of Yukoners lost their jobs and homes. Lawns in Riverdale bristled with 
450 For Sale signs; more signs were planted in front of houses in the Porter Creek 
subdivision. 

United Keno Hill shut down; Whitehorse Copper was mined out; the Faro zinc-silver, 
Clinton Creek asbestos and Canada Tungsten(Cantung) mines were already gone, as 
was the White Pass and Yukon Route railway. Dutch Van Tassell was on the leaving list.

It rang with irony. Dutch had sat four terms on the board of the Northern Resources 
Conference, a symposium founded in 1963 by geological engineer and minefinder Dr. 
Aaro Aho (Hall of Fame) to meet every three years in Whitehorse.

Dutch headed the event twice as the chairman. In 1975 the optimistic theme was Yukon 
on the Move; three years later the theme was the dire-sounding Development Dilemma.

Dr. Aaro Aho, a leader in the discovery of the fabulous Faro lead-zinc-silver mine, often 
participated as a speaker at the conferences. While he advocated effective mining and 
environmental laws, he saw unreasonable government restrictions in the federally-
controlled Yukon as the strongest deterrent to the high-risk exploration business.

He expressed dismay with the enormity of unnecessary government control and 
regulation introduced after the Faro's development. One reason excellent projects like 
the Faro could be brought to fruition in 1969, he said, was due to the ability to operate 
with a minimum of red tape. This was no longer true. Government regulations had 
become a stranglehold on industry.

The “Development Dilemma” conference wrapped up October 20, 1978. At that forum, 
which Dutch chaired, the threadbare word “hope” was the major outcome. Politicians 
once again gushed platitudes and shop-worn promises that the federal government 
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would consult with those who would be affected before any northern decisions and 
regulations became final. 

Major issues were land alienation, mining regulations and taxation. Thirty years later, 
land alienation, mining regulations and taxation were still issues of concern. Once the 
decision-makers made up their minds, lobbying efforts and consultation were mere 
speed-bumps to the process. The mining advocates may as well have been spitting 
their words into a williwaw rather than wasting breath on deaf ears.

Dutch had carved out a reputation as a prominent Yukon exploration geologist and mine 
finder and was a popular citizen. But the writing was on the wall in flashing neon lights. 
The Husky had closed; Minto was shelved; the Venus stagnated; the mining industry 
had collapsed. After the worldwide recession ran its course--and it would--Dutch knew 
the Yukon mining industry could never rebound to its previous status, then progress, as 
long as political masters in faraway Ottawa assumed they had all the right answers.

Facing those lack of prospects and ready for a change after more than 19 years in the 
Yukon, Dutch accepted an invitation to join his friend and former UKHM president Peter 
Munro who had been appointed president of Dickenson Mines in Toronto, Ontario.

The departure of Dutch and Carolyn Van Tassell created a void in the Yukon, for sure. 
Before they were allowed to escape, they were treated to a “toast and roast gathering”, 
co-sponsored by the Yukon Chamber of Mines and the Whitehorse Chamber of 
Commerce. Over 100 guests rallied for the Dutch Treat of roast chicken at the Sheffield 
Hotel (later Westmark Whitehorse) on Tuesday, September 21, 1982 to bid happy trails 
to the well-liked couple.

At the end of the month, Dutch, in taking up his new post as vice-president of 
exploration with Dickenson Mines, took off on the next segment of a very successful 
and rewarding career that would not have otherwise been possible had he lingered in 
the Yukon.

Achievements and Awards

• While living in Ontario, Dutch Van Tassell was elected to the board of the Prospectors 
and Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) in 1984, a position he served until 
1993. As chairman of the PDAC’s Program and Environmental Committee, Dutch 
managed the compilation and publication of the association’s Guidelines to Regulatory 
Requirements and Procedures Affecting Exploration, Development and Mining in 
Canada, a project he was told could never be done (see picture on title page).

• He is a member of the Geological Association of Canada; life time member of the 
Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIMM) and the Yukon 
Chamber of Mines where he served on the board of directors for 11 years, two years 
which were one-year piggyback terms as chamber president from 1970 to 1972.
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• He at one time chaired the Whitehorse Branch of the Canadian Institute of Mining, 
Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIMM).

• On March 9, 2000, at an Awards Gala in the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, he was 
honoured with a Life Time Achievement Award by the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada for his contributions and active involvement in the Canadian 
mining industry for 42 years. 

Dutch retired from Goldcorp in 1998 following Carolyn's legal blindness from 
macular degeneration. In 1999, they moved to High River, Alberta where he took 
on the role of director to a number of junior mining companies.

In November of 2007, Dutch Van Tassell was inducted into the Yukon Prospectors’ 
Association’s Hall of Fame for his discovery of the Husky and the DEF/Minto mines and 
for mentoring innumerable young geologists and prospectors on the path to their own 
gratifying careers. His name will be engraved in the base of the bronze prospector 
statue that stands watch over Whitehorse at Main Street and Third Avenue. 

THREE GENERATIONS OF VAN TASSELLS

Dutch
Carolyn, Alan

Pam and Steven,
holding his 5-year-old son, Aidan

(Van Tassell Family Photo, March 24, 2007)
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* * * * * * *

This article was sponsored by Bob Stirling of Stewart Basin Exploration, Whitehorse, 
Yukon, Canada.

* * * * * * *

See related articles: Livingston Wernecke: An Idol in Yukon Mining Annals; Charlie 
Brefalt: Discoverer of the Elsa Jewel; Yukon Prospectors’ Association Salutes Archer 
Cathro; 23-series The Keno Chronicles; Colonel John Howard Conrad: Conrad City 
Never Fulfilled His Expectations; and Dr. Aaro Aho Believed Deeply in the Yukon.

* * * * * * *

Information for this article has relied on: Dutch Van Tassell, personal communication, 
2008; Cashing In: A History of Yukon Hardrock Mining, 1898 to 1977 by Jane 
Gaffin, 1982; Prospectors and Developers of Canada Special Achievement Award, 
March 9, 2000; PDAC 75th Anniversary Edition, 2007, Special Achievements, Best of 
the Best; Appointment of Principal Officers, Yukon Gold Corporation, Inc., May 30, 
2005, online; Two Independent Copper Discoveries Produce What Appears To Be 
Yukon’s Newest Mine by Gary Seale, Yukon News, September 20, 1973; Overburden 
Drilling Finds New Vein at United Keno by Robert E. Van Tassell, Exploration 
Superintendent, United Keno Hill Mines, Atlas Copco publication, November, 1972; 
Northern Resources Conference: Yukon Is Experiencing a Development Dilemma, by 
Jane Gaffin, Northern Miner, November 9, 1978.
            

* * * * * * *

Jane Gaffin, author of Cashing In: A History of Yukon Hardrock Mining, 1898-1977, 
is a Whitehorse-based freelance writer specializing in mining-related subjects. She can 
be contacted at janegaffin@canada.com.
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